Parent Forum minutes
Wednesday 16th March 2022 2.30pm-3.00pm
Item
2.
What are your views
on our school
uniform?

Purpose
Parents said that they like the uniform and the fact that there is a
choice of having a plain jumper/cardigan or to have the school logo.
They like the blazer and think they look smart but this is no longer
available to purchase. One parent said that she likes the purple
hoodies especially as the hood could be used as a comfort for
children with additional needs.

3.

Is our uniform
practical?

Parents think that the uniform is ok in terms of practicality. Due to
the white shirts/t-shirts they do find that they become marked
easily with pen.

4.

Is our uniform
affordable?

Even though some parents like the blazer they found it to be
expensive. Most of the uniform is affordable as it can be purchased
from supermarkets to suit parents’ finances.

AOB

Road safety- Some parents have concerns around children’s road
safety while walking to and from school- the school could provide
road safety assembly.

5.

Reading- some children are finding it difficult to access the
downloaded books. Can only download one book at a time and this can
only be read once. If a child wanted to part read a book and go back
to this later they are not able to access this. Only one book a week is
being uploaded for children to read at home. Discuss with class
teachers who can support.
Lunch monitors- A parent had said that her child is not eating at
lunch times and is either throwing her lunch away or giving it away to
other pupils. HT & PSA said that they think it might be an idea if
packed lunch children are to take their rubbish / uneaten items
home so parents can see what has been eaten.
Are the school recruiting volunteers? Please make an appointment
with HT if interested.

A parent asked if Parent Forum meetings can be made longer? HT &
PSA- from next term, meetings will be made 10 minutes longer.
After school clubs- would the school be able to provide other clubs
such as karate, dance, gymnastics, boogie tots etc from outside
agencies? HT- the school could do a survey for parents and children
asking their views/ opinions/ ideas.

